Summary. The article evaluates, based on ordinal data simulated with cluster.Gen function of clusterSim package working in R environment, some cluster analysis procedures containing GDM distance for ordinal data (see [4, 18, 19] ), nine clustering methods and eight internal cluster quality indices for determining the number of clusters. Seventy two clustering procedures are evaluated based on simulated data originating from a variety of models. Models contain the known structure of clusters and differ in the number of true dimensions, the number of categories for each variable, the density and shape of clusters, the number of true clusters, the number of noisy variables. Each clustering result was compared with the known cluster structure from models applying Hubert and Arabie's [2] corrected Rand index.
Introduction
Four basic scales are distinguished in the theory of measurement: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio scale. Among these four scales of measurement the nominal is considered the lowest. It is followed by the ordinal, the interval, and the ratio one which is the highest. They were introduced by Stevens [15] .
Systematics of scales refers to transformations which retain relations of the respective scale. These results are well-known and presented e.g. in the paper [3] , p. 106. Any strictly increasing functions are the only permissible transformations within the ordinal scale. The main characteristics of ordinal scale are summarised in Table 1 .
Clustering Procedures for Ordinal Data
Major steps in cluster analysis procedure for ordinal data include (see e.g. [10] , pp. 341-343): the selection of objects and variables, the selection of a distance measure, the selection of clustering method, determining the number of clusters, cluster validation, describing and profiling clusters. Variable normalization step is omitted while performing comparisons with cluster analysis procedure for metric data. The purpose of normalization is to adjust the size and the relative weighting of input variables (see e.g. [11] , p. 182). Normalization is used when variables are measured with metric data. Normalization is not necessary with regard to ordinal scale, because only the relations: equal to, greater than, smaller than are permitted with ordinal values.
The construction of distance measure for ordinal data should take these relations into account and should be based on relations between the two analyzed objects and the other objects (context distance measure). In statistical data analysis literature few distance measures for variables measured with ordinal data were suggested. Only GDM distance measure d ik proposed by Walesiak [18] , pp. 44-45 satisfies ordinal scale conditions (see Table 1 ):
where: i, k, l = 1, . . . , n -the number of objects, j = 1, . . . , m -the number of variables, x ij (x kj , x lj ) -i-th (k-th, l-th) observation on the j-th variable.
Article [4] discusses the properties of GDM distance measure. Other proposals (e.g. Kendall distance measure [7] , p. 181; Gordon distance [5], p. 19; Podani distance [12] ) imply the assumption that the ranks are measured with at least, the interval scale (when the differences can be calculated). It is also worth mentioning the following argument, presented by Kaufman and Rousseeuw [6] , p. 30: "Therefore, most authors advice treating the ranks as interval-scaled and applying the usual formulas for obtaining dissimilarities (like the Euclidean or Manhattan distance)".
The selected clustering procedures included in the article are as follows: 1. GDM distance measure for ordinal data -GDM2 distance in clusterSim package.
2. The selected methods of cluster analysis (stats and cluster packages): -k-medoids (pam); -seven hierarchical agglomerative algorithms: single link (single), complete link (complete), group average link (average), weighted average link (mcquitty), incremental sum of squares (ward), centroid (centroid), median (median). The Ward, centroid and median methods are easy to implement with distance matrix for only squared Euclidean distance. These methods could be used with any distance measure, however, the results would lack useful interpretation (see [1] , pp. 141, 145); -hierarchical divisive method by Macnaughton-Smith et. al. [8] -diana.
3. The selected internal cluster quality indices for determining clusters' number (all formulas and references for indices you can find in pdf files of clusterSim package [20] ):
For Davies-Bouldin, Calinski-Harabasz, gap, Hartigan, and Krzanowski & Lai indices medoids of clusters (representative objects of clusters) are used instead of centroids of clusters.
Simulation Experiment Characteristics
Data sets are generated in nine different scenarios (see Table 2 ). Models contain the known structure of clusters. Simulation models differ in the number of true dimensions (variables), the number of categories for each variable, the density and shape of clusters, the number of true clusters, the number of noisy (irrelevant) variables. The noisy variables are simulated independently, based on uniform distribution. Variations of noisy variables, in the generated data, are required to be similar to non-noisy ones (see [9] , [13] , p. 322).
The clusters in models presented in Table 2 contain continuous observations (metric data). Discretization process is performed on each variable in order to obtain ordinal data (see [20] ). The number of categories k j for categorical variable X j determines the width of each class intervals max
Each class interval receives category 1, . . . , k j independently for each variable and the actual value of variable x ij is replaced by these categories. The number of categories may be different for each variable. The example of dicretization process is shown in Fig. 1 .
The next step was to perform one out of seventy two clustering procedures (containing GDM distance for ordinal data, nine clustering methods and eight internal cluster quality indices for determining the number of clusters) with c:
Source: authors' compilation with clusterSim package (see [20] )
Finding groups in ordinal data -an examination ... The maximum value of corrected Rand index is 1 for identical partitions and its expected value is zero when the partitions are selected at random. Fifty realizations were generated from each setting.
Discussion on Simulation Results
In table 3 nine clustering methods are ranked, based on adjusted Rand index mean values for nine models and eight internal cluster quality indices (with 50 simulations).
The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in Table  3 :
-group average method is definitely the best, while single link method is the worst for clustering ordinal data, -Ward method ensures better results in clustering ordinal data with noisy variables. Table 4 presents internal quality indices of clustering results ranking based on adjusted Rand index mean values for nine models and nine clustering methods (with 50 simulations).
Based on the results in Table 4 the following conclusions can be drawn: Table 5 presents the ranking of seventy two clustering procedures based on adjusted Rand index mean values for nine models and 50 simulations.
With reference to the aggregated results of simulations illustrated in Table  5 the following conclusions can be made:
-clustering with group average link algorithm turns out to be the most efficient way for the simulation experiment, while applying Krzanowski & Lai index. This method, combined with Gap, Hartigan, Calinski-Harabasz and Davies-Bouldin indices, was ranked respectively at the fourth, sixth, seventh and ninth position, -the second and the third positions were taken by Ward method, along with applying Krzanowski & Lai and Gap indices, 
Limitations
In our analysis the random generation of data set comes from multivariate normal distribution in which clusters' locations and the homogeneity of shapes are defined by means (centroids) and covariance matrices (distortion of objects). Such approach is typical for many other simulation studies, presented e.g. in papers [14, 16, 17] . The infinite number of cluster shapes for any number of dimensions becomes the main problem regarding data generation with known cluster structure. It seems substantiated to consider other distributions and copula functions in data generation process for data with non-standard cluster shapes. This task poses substantial difficulties, especially in case of ordinal data.
In our simulation study we do not take into account such methods like as spectral clustering for ordinal data and non-distance based methods (e.g. Latent Class Analysis for ordinal data).
